
Happy New Year!
 
I hope you had a wonderful break over the Christmas and New Year period, and are looking forward to all that 2019 will bring. 
 
The end of the year is such a great time to recharge, reflect, and set some new goals or intentions for the coming year. I was fortunate to
spend some time at Wanaka, my 'happy place', over the break, and am looking forward to an exciting year of growing the work of The
Barral Institute of New Zealand as its new co-ordinator. 2019 is shaping up to be busy - running my practice, teaching various VM classes
around the world, and taking classes to upskill. If you haven't already, I'd love you to check out the new Barral Institute of New Zealand
website, and read our first blog which sets out my philosophy as the new satellite co-ordinator, supported by Kirsty, my administration
person. We also invite you to like and follow the new Barral Institite of New Zealand facebook page, where we'll be posting all the latest
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news and updates. 
 
 

 
 
I have just returned from teaching VM1 and VM2 to a wonderful group in Singapore, where I was delighted to have fellow New Zealand
practitioner, Damian Kitcheman as my Teaching Assistant. 
 
When it comes to training, I would like to take this opportunity to acknowledge the five people who started their VM training in New
Zealand, and who recently took the VM5 class in Australia - Benedicte Simon-Collins,  Luana Grey, Krissy Gunn, Anne Rogers, and Karyn
White. Damian Kitcheman was the Teaching Assistant. This class is not run many times worldwide. The overwhelming feedback from all
five practitioners has been that VM5 really brings VM 1-4 together, as well as integrating the emotional aspects of the work. 
 
As you will probably know, we are holding our first VM5 class in New Zealand in November 2019. To have the opportunity to run this class,
tells me that VM in New Zealand is coming of age. After nearly 10 years of courses being run in this country, we are seeing more
practitioners taking the higher level classes, and with this, the skill level can only grow. Ultimately this leads to greater results with our
patients which is the whole point of constantly upskilling and continuing our education. This is what drives us all! 
 
Here are some observations from the practitioners who attended the VM5 class in Australia:  
 
"Taking VM5 has been a catalyst to integrating listening and induction into my daily practice with every single patient I see. An unexpected
benefit of the skills gained through this course are the advancements I have made with my assessment and treatment of babies." 
 
"I think I have just learnt how to treat people."  
 
"The course brings everything together and my understanding and anatomical knowledge has grown." 
 
"Learning MTE has added yet another layer to my listening hand. Once I've practised enough it will help me be even more precise with a
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picture of how I might best treat someone." 
 
"In VM5 you begin to understand how the organs relate to the emotions and stored memories. I really liked this element of the course. To
come away with a little more insight into this relationship and some techniques to work with it was fantastic." 
 
"My patients are noticing the difference and treatments seem to be holding longer." 
 

 

Meet our new
administrator
I would like to introduce you all to Kirsty
Porter.  Kirsty  is super efficient and is
helping me with the day-to-day
administration of the Barral Institute of
New Zealand, including accounts and the
lead up to courses. She is also updating
the Institute's new website. Between us
we will endeavour to answer any emails
within 48 hours. Kirsty can be contacted at
admin@barral.co.nz but if there is
anything requiring more urgent attention
please call me on 0274 372066.

Visit our new website

Like our Facebook page
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New Christchurch Venue 
 

I am also excited to let you know we have a new venue for training in Christchurch, on Harakeke Street behind the stunning FGS Buddhist
Temple on Riccarton Road. The venue is part of the temple complex, but is in a completely separate new building. It is a lovely, natural light
filled space, with access to a wooden deck area overlooked by a large weeping elm. There is a cafe with delicious food and good coffee in
the main building, along with a myriad of food choices available on Riccarton Road. If required, there is accommodation available onsite,
with the rooms all having an ensuite bathroom and access to a large shared kitchen. Rooms are $150 for single, double, or triple
occupancy, and will only be rented to course participants for the duration of the class. Ample parking is available onsite or on Harakeke
Street. 
 

 

Course Updates 
 
 

NM1 and NM2 (2020) 
 

NM1 and NM2 classes have been confirmed for next year so pop these dates in your diaries: 
 

NM1   20-22 March 2020 
NM2   24 February 2020 

 
 

VM1 - Auckland 7-10 February 2019
 
Don't forget our Discounted Repeat Rate for this class for therapists who have previously attended VM1 classes. We also maintained
the special Early Bird rate for therapists booking early. Don't delay and don't forget to tell your colleagues! 
 
Visit the website for more information about this course, and read our latest blog for reasons why you should take VM classes
more than once. 
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more than once. 
 
We are so excited to be holding the first ever VM5 class in New Zealand in November, along with VM3. We also have VM1 and
VM2 in Christchurch in June 2019. There will be more information about these classes in subsequent newsletters. 
 

Study Groups
 

VM Teaching Assistant, Damian
Kitcheman is running upcoming Study
Groups at Trust Waikato, 4 Little
London Lane, Hamilton 
from 9am - 5pm: 
 
VM2 - Saturday 23 February 
VM3 - Saturday 23 March 
 
Contact damian@osteopathy.net.nz

We'd love to hear from you 
 

Your feedback is very important as we continue to grow this wonderful group of therapists in New Zealand, 
and develop a supportive and inclusive community, where we can share ideas. 

 
Please email me at rosie@barral.co.nz if you have any questions you would like me to address 

in this newsletter, or any news or information you would like to share.  
 

Until next time! 
 

Rosie
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